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People choose MOULD MASTER because....
Used by Professional mould removers!
contains no harsh chemicals such as bleach, caustics, acids, SLES, phosphates etc..
Mould Master is a concentrate and can be diluted up to 5 times.
Mould Master is easy to apply
Mould Master is able to be used indoors as well as outdoors on all types of surfaces 
Mould Master is safe for all materials including clothes, stone, metals, plastics...
for domestic and commercial use
biodegradable Ingredients
very low fume count
Is a strong disinfectant- (Has other uses)
colour free to ensure no colour  transfer to furniture, clothes, leather etc..
Kills problem spores at the source.

Should I choose Mould Master or D-Mould??
Both products are exceptional but they do have different benefits. 
D-Mould is best suited to shower cleaning (Not Natural Stone) outdoor concretes,
pavers, shade sails etc... and is very fast acting. 
Mould Master is a more gentle, very effective way to remove mould. It has a neutral pH
and is safe on all surfaces. From clothes to natural stone in showers and all outdoor
areas. It works slower, but is safe on all surfaces!

MOULD MASTER is a BUSHBY creation that contains no harsh chemicals but is able to be
used on the most delicate of materials through to harsh mould infested spaces. A
perfect choice for indoor, and outdoor use!!
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SURFACES FOR MOULD MASTER!

Boats and boat sails
Bricks, timber, concrete
Canvas, caravans and awnings
Plant pots
Clay and concrete tiles
All roofing materials
Decks, pergolas
Fibreglass
Glass and windows
Gutters
Limestone, marble and natural stone
Outdoor furniture 
Painted surfaces

Shade sails and Outdoor umbrellas
Paths, driveways, pavers, patios
Pool surrounds
Retainer walls, fences
Synthetic grass
Tennis courts
All tiles types
Tombstones
Weather boards
Clothes, linen, carpets
Prams, children's toys
For disinfecting surfaces and general
cleaning
Too many surfaces to list here!

Mould Master requires time to work. You can rely on the weather to
remove the dead growth from outdoor areas or you can wash off the

decomposed growth.
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How to use MOULD MASTER?

MOULD MASTER is pH Neutral so is safe for any
surface compatible with water.
'Colour Free' - there are no concerns of colour
transference to materials such as leather, linens
or carpets.

Outdoor surfaces

  See dilutions below for recommended usage rates.
Broom off excess dirt and grime and rough up mould / Algae on surface to be
cleaned.
  Best applied to dry surfaces. Do not apply if the area is likely to be rained or or get
wet within 12 hours of application.
  Apply MM via a spray pack. Garden spray packs are great!
  Spray MM over the surfaces to be cleaned. 
  Leave MM on the surface. Do not wash off. MM should be left on the surface to be
removed by natural weather conditions! 
 

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
Keep children and pets off the treated area until the product has dried completely.
Usually 2 hours.
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Indoor surfaces

How to use MOULD MASTER?

  See dilutions below for recommended usage rates.
  Spray MM over the surface. Best applied to dry surfaces. 
  Apply enough product to allow the surface to be wet.
  Leave MM on the surface for as long as practically possible. The longer the
better. A minimum of 20 minutes is recommended for indoor areas.

1.
2.
3.
4.

For showers, spray on dry surface and leave product to dry.
For ceilings or walls, spray and leave. Do not wash off. Leave surfaces wet.
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Dilution Recomendations

Mould Master can be diluted up to 5 times. (1 Litre of MM into 4 litres of
water)
A 5 Litre bottle can produce as much as 25 Litres of product that can cover up to
135 sq meters depending on the porous nature of the materials you are applying
too.
Thick mould groups or black heavy mould may require a second treatment.
Product results can take days and weeks before results show. This is natural.

Indoor use 
The stronger the dose, the stickier the surface will be and will require more water to
remove the residue. 1 to 5 dilution is the safest dilution for clothes and furniture. Put
clothes through the wash before wearing. Allow MM to dry on furniture. Then wipe
over with a damp cloth to remove any excess if required.
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B guaranteed
performance
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Not Septic safe - Refer to Bushby's 'BALANCE' to solve this problem.

Algae will break down in days. 
Moss will turn brown within a few days and other light growth will decompose within a
few weeks. 
Black mould will noticeably improve within 4-6 months.
Lichen requires two applications within 15-20 minutes of each other and will take 8-12
months to decompose. 

Mould Master requires time to work. You can rely on the weather to remove the dead
growth from outdoor areas or you can wash off the decomposed growth.

Expected result time periods.
Outdoor areas

The longer Mould Master can be left on the surface the better the results. 
Moud Master can be left on all surfaces except food related surfaces (wash off
thoroughly from food related surfaces after treatment).
1 to 5 dilution rate is safe for all indoor surfaces including clothes, linens and furniture.
Stronger dilutions can be applied but may become sticky due to strength of product.
This may require wiping off with a clean damp cloth. 

Indoor areas


